WITCHCRAFT of CELINE DION PROMOTING GENDER CONFUSION

Bind and cast off satan and all he is and has out of the frequencies and off and out of our gates in Jesus Christ name. Plead the blood of Jesus Christ before sharing and watching.

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSdSFKj-hOc

She says our children, they are not really our children. As we are all just links in a never-ending chain. *To me this alludes to how the illuminati/luciferians raise their families. They don’t show their children love. Their children are born to serve a satanic purpose and sometimes they are for a sacrifice. Usually they raise them to be the opposite of what their gender really is.*

Notice she has a black bag with a white masonic cross on it. Or an x for sun worship depending on how you look at it. It is a symbol of the sun god tammuz. She appears to be dressed in gold here symbolizing the golden age that the occult once had and wants to get back to. Her hair is up. Notice outside the window you can already see another image of her with her hair down dressed in black about to enter the hospital. *Maybe a hint at duality, or a clone or good vs evil.*
She goes on...

For us they are everything. But in reality we are only a fraction of their universe. We, miss the past. (the golden age) They, dream of tomorrow.

Freemasons/secret mystery religions, are a religion based on sexual perversion. They speak through their signs and symbols and colors and numbers. This is a sex symbol.

Cel (goddess)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cel was the Etruscan goddess of the earth. On the Etruscan calendar, the month of Cel (September) is likely named for her. Her Greek counterpart is Gaia and her Roman is Tellus.

In Etruscan mythology, Cel was the mother of the Giants. A bronze mirror from the 5th century BC depicts a theomachy in which Celiscian, "son of Cel," is a Giant attacked by Larum, the god of war. In Greek, "giant" comes from a word meaning "born from Gaia." Another mirror depicts argusped Giants in the company of a goddess, possibly Cel, whose lower body is formed of vegetation.

In a sanctuary near Lake Trasimeno were found five votive bronze statuettes, some male and some female, dedicated to her as Cel Aii, "Mother Cel." The inscription on each reads mi cisil alai ceiri, "I belong to, have been given to Cel the mother, here (in this sanctuary)."

Cel appears on the Liver of Piacenza, a bronze model of a liver marked for the Etruscan practice of hepatoscopy. She is placed in House 13. 

Mercury   Venus   Earth   Mars
Gaia or Cel – mother earth – giving birth to all living. So one of her symbols can be an upright x or a masonic cross in a circle.

**Graphic warning**

Yoni, as you may know, is a Sanskrit word translated as origin, source, womb, vulva.
Crook and flail of Osiris the sun god. The X & Y chromosome determine the gender of the baby. The woman provides an x chromosome always and the male can provide an x or a y to determine the sex of the baby.

The theory of XY “Understand Life and Know Thyself” A unifying genesis. By Lamech Elijah – 9th generation American Spirit. That reminds me of Shirley McClain who said she had the “spirit of Elijah”. She is talking about her spirit guide which is a familiar spirit, all of this is witchcraft. See the freemasonic cross on the book penetrating through the crown symbolizing sexual union. There are sun crosses with the x inside the circle too. By sea by land on the ring around the cross and crown.

Let’s continue..
We may thrust them forward into the future.

But the course will always be theirs to choose.
She opened a box, reminds me of pandora’s box that we’ve all heard of.

In Greek mythology, *Pandora* (Greek: Πανόδωρα, derived from πᾶν, pān, i.e. "all" and δῶρον, dōron, i.e. "gift", thus "the all-endowed", "all-gifted" or "all-giving") was the first human woman, created by Hephaestus on the instructions of Zeus. As Hesiod related it, each god co-operated by giving her unique gifts. Her other name — inscribed against her figure on a white-ground kylix in the British Museum[4] — is *Anesidora* (Ancient Greek: Ἀνέσιδωρα), "she who sends up gifts"[5] (up implying “from below” within the earth).

The Pandora myth is a kind of *theodicy*, addressing the question of why there is evil in the world. According to this, Pandora opened a jar (πίθος), in modern accounts sometimes mistranslated as "Pandora's box", releasing all the evils of humanity. Hesiod's interpretation of
The black diamond substance is like black goo or what the illuminati call black velvet, it is demonic. It changes whatever it touches, like the nanotechnology in chemtrails. It changes the dna.

This is like her blowing fairy dust or smart dust into the nursery. It is a picture of magic which is witchcraft.
Instantly the gender signs change to the same symbol. There seems to be no difference now, all the babies are dressed the same. The nursery is now black and white and filled with demonic looking voodoo dolls and alien forms in the baby beds. This is supposed to be a room filled with new life but now looks like death has entered the picture.

X’s and stars for sun god and moon goddess worship.
Acts 7:42

Then God turned, and gave them up to worship the host of heaven; as it is written in the book of the prophets, O ye house of Israel, have ye offered to Me slain beasts and sacrifices by the space of forty years in the wilderness?

Acts 7:43

Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of your god Remphan, figures which ye made to worship them: and I will carry you away beyond Babylon.

The Freemason’s, secret societies, those running the world worship satan and his fallen angel mixture. God referred to it as the sun, moon and stars and those are symbols and images for these fallen angels/titans. They had their symbols and more than likely said they came down from them. Just like Ashtoroth said when Nimrod died his spirit went to the sun and that when she died hers would go to the moon.
NEW ORDER as in New World Order / One World Religion and One World Government. The beast system with antichrist ruling. They are working to bring this in now. It also says “we” order – talking about satan’s elite. And in their pythagorean numerology E=5 and a W = 6 in their modern Hebrew. So that is their cherished number 11. Also, E is a backward 3 so 3 x (w or 6) = 18. 18 to them is 666.

When the police come and she says, oh come on, I’m Celine Dion, I’m not spending the night in jail. That is a slap in our faces because the freemasons don’t do time for their crimes. Celebrities always get off Scott free.

Celin (selene) is a goddess of the moon. The Egyptians called the underworld "nun" and they had a god residing by the same name, 

a god of chaos. +

CELINUNUNU

UN = United Nations
N = above / U = below
Selene Goddess

Selene was a Titan goddess in Greek mythology, daughter of the Titans Hyperion and Theia. She had two siblings, Helios and Eos. She was the goddess of the moon, which she drove every night across the skies. Selene was linked to Artemis as well as Hecate; all three were considered lunar goddesses.

Selene - Greek Mythology
Greek Mythology

Names [edit]

Helios is the latinized form of the Greek name Ἡλέκτωρ (Hēlekτōr), meaning "City of the Sun". Helios, the personified and deified form of the sun, was identified by the Greeks with the native Egyptian god Ra and Atum, whose principal cult was located in the city.

Its native name was ḫnūt ("The Pillars"), whose exact pronunciation is uncertain because ancient Egyptian recorded only consonantal values. Its traditional Egyptological transcription is ḫnūt but it appears in biblical Hebrew as ʿōn (ʿōn) and ʿāwen (ʿāwēn), leading some scholars to reconstruct its pronunciation as *ʿāwānu. Variant transcriptions include ʿāmn and ʿāmn.

The city also appears in the Old Kingdom Pyramid Texts as the "House of Ra". 

Are you familiar with the youth group in churches called “Awana”? I’m sure it is the same thing as this.
These celebrities are born into the occult or they are initiated in and they get satanic names. Names of old gods and goddesses (fallen angels / titans) that we were taught were just made up stories. But our whole world is built around the fallen angels because satan is the god of this world and he is a fallen angel.

Male and female – he wants to pervert everything God made.